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Most investors are now intent on recovering the money they lost in the bubble,
but this pursuit must be realistic, and it could take years

What we learned and what
we should expect now
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feel betrayed. I feel mad. I feel emPrice declines in the order of 50barrassed.” And most common of
70 per cent will now need years,
all lately, I hear this: “How can I
and in some cases decades, to reget my losses back?”
cover the levels seen near the
A desire to make back one’s
2007 cycle peak.
losses is understandable. But inPsychological damage from
vesting with this motivation is inthe economic downturn has been
herently dangerous — more likeepidemic among professionals
ly to compound, rather than reand lay people alike. Demand for
coup, losses. There is desperation
anxiety medication is up. Many
in this thinking. Desperation is
now suffer post-traumatic-stressthe arch enemy of reasoned and
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objective investment policy.
objectively hunting for attractive
Investment strategy must be
investment opportunities, a large
designed with a responsible risk
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ing off lawsuits, rethinking their
We cannot force markets to give
careers, revisiting an interest in
us what we demand. The first step
God, religion and the meaning of
is to acknowledge past mistakes,
life. This is typical of what hapthe behavior and strategies that
pens to investor sentiment after
took one down the wrong path.
lengthy bear markets. The consisNext, we must understand,
tency of our behavior and thinkonce financial bubbles burst, it is
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Today we are cleaning up the
mess of coincident financial bubbles, which ballooned and burst
across the world, from real estate
to credit, corporate bonds to equities, commodities to currencies,
antiques to collectors’ art.
Few things in the world escaped overinflation caused by
the 2004-2007 spending spree.
Those who are now hoping for a
quick reinflation of consumer
spending and prices to bubblelevels are sorely missing the
lessons of history. A study of the
semiconductor sector over the
past 10 years is instructive.
World demand for semiconductors did not end in 2000. It has
been growing ever since. A recent
KPMG report estimates that global semiconductor sales will reach
$260 billion in 2009, up from $213
billion in 2004. Although very
cyclical, the 20-year average annual growth rate for this sector has
been 13 per cent. Yet the aftermath
of the 2000 tech bubble was not
kind to semiconductor investors.
After a bubble peak of $105 a share
in 2000, the semiconductor index
(SMH) deflated more than 80 per
cent into late 2002. It recovered
130 per cent from 2002-2004 (see
box in SMH chart above) and then
dropped 57 per cent to $15 a share
in the bear market of 2008.
From current levels it is probable that this index could climb
back to the $35 area again in the
next cyclical expansion. Returns of
130 per cent are excellent over a

four-five-year market cycle — but
only if we buy low and then sell
again to capture the gains. For
those who held and did not sell
near the peaks of 2000 and 2007,
reclaiming $35 a few years from
now, will amount to negative real
returns for years of heart-thumping holding in this “growth” sector. Charts of copper and oil suggest similar stories about the recovery prospects for many commodity prices from here.
Starting from 67 cents a pound
in 2002, copper rocketed to an incredible $4 a pound in the speculative bubble of 2006-2008 before
collapsing 69 per cent to $1.25 in
2008. Even in a muted economic
recovery, on-going demand for
copper is likely to see some
growth. A price gain of 100 per cent
to $2.50 a pound would be within
reason over the coming expansion
and yet would be of little comfort
to those hoping for a move back to
bubble prices.
Pegging our hopes to past
bubble peaks is most likely to
cause further frustration and financial pain. It will also make us
more susceptible to overholding
risk assets again in the next expansion. Even if asset prices succeed in making very respectable
gains over the next few years
(and we think it’s likely), those
trying to reclaim bubble levels
are likely to be impatient, desperately aggressive and emotionally geared to suffer heavily again
in the next cyclical bear.

Oil demand has softened significantly over the past year, but
at this point at least, the world is
still reliant on oil. From the bubble peak of $147 a barrel West
Texas Intermediate crude contracted to US$35 or 76 per cent. It
is possible that the next cyclical
expansion could take oil prices
back to the $60-$80 a barrel
range. This would be a strong appreciation from present levels.
However, those hoping for the
bubble peak to return may be
waiting a long time.
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